ART. 22]
A CIRCULAR DISC.
11

be the point at which the attraction is required, OP = p, and the angle OP A = a.
Describe an elementary annulus, represented in the figure by QQ'. Let x, x + da be its radii, and let 0 be the angle OPQ. The
resultant  attraction  of the  disc at P is  F= I—/Tpjr—cos^>
where the limits of the integral are x = 0 and x = a. Since x =p tan 9 and QP =p sec 0, we find
F = 2-Trw/sin 9dQ = 2?rm (1 - cos a).
Here a is the acwfe <m#fe subtended at the attracted point by the radius of the disc.
It appears from this that the attraction of a uniform thin circular disc at a point P in its axis depends only on the surface density and on the angle 2a subtended at P by a diameter of the discu It will be presently seen that if co be the solid angle sub-
Sed at P by the disc, the attraction is mco, (Art. 26).
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22. From this we deduce the attraction of an infinite Jjhjn plate or disc by putting a = \ir. We thus find that the attraction of an J^^^JMB-Pl&t$ at any point P is 27rm and is therefore independent of the distance of P from the plate.
We also infer that the attraction of a circular disc of finite J radius a at a point P on the axis very near the disc is ultimately1, %7rm.    The attraction isjl = /2?r (1 — p/r) pdp where r = PA, p is the density, t the thickness, m = pt, and the limits are p=p to p + t.    After integration this reduces to 27rm, provided p/a and tfa are ultimately zero.                                                            ^.
\. At first sight it may appear anomalous that the^atteaetjLon of an infinite plate "-sEould be mderjjn^ent of the distance of the particle from the plate, but we may understand how it can happen by considering what elements of the disc are effective in producing the attraction. Each element of an annulus QQ'-, whose centre is 0, attracts P with a force acting along the straight line joining P to that element, and the component of force along PO is obtained by multiplying this attraction by cos OPQ. When the point P is near 0, this cosine is small and therefore it is only the portion of the disc near O which exerts any sensible attraction in the direction PO. As P recedes from 0, the cosine for each annulus gets larger and the resolved attraction becomes greater. Thus the area of effective attraction increases in size as the particle recedes. At the same time as the particle P recedes from 0 the actual attraction of each annulus on it decreases. It follows from the analysis in the last article that the increase of effective area just balances the decrease of attraction due to increased distance, so that on the whole the attraction is independent of the distance.

